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Let vectors vl. . . . . v,, be chosen at random from the + 1 vectors of length n. The 
probability that there is at least one +l vector in the subspace (over the reals) 
spanned by vr, . . . . v,, that is different from the fv,  is shown to be 
4(q)(z)‘+O((jj)l) as n-+co, 
for p < n - lOn/(log n), where the constant implied by the O-notation is independent 
of p. The main term in this estimate is the probability that some three of the v, 
contain another + 1 vector in their linear span. This result answers a question that 
arose in the work of Kanter and Sompolinsky on associative memories. 0 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The work of Kanter and Sompolinsky [S] on associative memories gives 
rise to the following question. Let the vectors vl, . . . . v, be chosen randomly 
from { f 11” (the + 1 vectors of length n). What is the probability that the 
subspace spanned by v, , . . . . v, over the reals contains a f 1 vector different 
from fv,, . . . . f v,? (The reals can be replaced by any field of characteristic 
zero, since the answers are the same.) Some of the results of [S] seemed at 
first to suggest that if p, n --, cc while p/n + u for some a, 0 < tl < 1, then 
this probability might tend to 0 for CI < 1 - 2/7r and might tend to 1 for 
c( > 1-2/n. However, G. Kalai and N. Linial (unpublished) conjectured 
that this is not the case, and that in fact this probability is dominated by 
the probability that some 3 of the vi have a linear combination that is a + 1 
vector different from the *vi. This paper proves this conjecture. 
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THEOREM. Zf 
pdn- lOn(logn)-’ (1.1) 
and v, , . . . . vp are chosen independently at random from ( f 1 }“, then the 
probability P that the linear subspace spanned by v, , .,., vp over the reals 
contains a + 1 vector different from the +vj equals 
P= P, + 0((h)“) as n+c0, (1.2) 
where 
P,=4(~)(~~+0(($)‘) as n-+GcI (1.3) 
is the probability that some subset of 3 of the v, has a linear combination in 
f&l>” h G’- f t at I ers rom the +v,. The constants implied by the O-notation in 
(1.2) and (1.3) are independent of p. 
The Kanter-Sompolinsky results of [S] give rise to several other 
interesting questions. Let Q be the probability that when v,, . . . . v, are 
chosen at random from { f I}“, and V is the linear space spanned by the 
vj, then there is a vector w  E ( f 13” none of whose neighbors (i.e., vectors 
u E { f 1)” that differ from w  in one coordinate) is in V, but such that w  is 
closer to V (in the sense of ordinary Euclidean distance) than any of its 
neighbors. (Such a vector is called locally stable in [S].) How does Q 
behave as p, n + CC with p/n -+ cc? Our result does not shed any light on 
this question. Another problem is to determine the minimal distance from 
any of the locally stable vectors to the subspace spanned by v,, . . . . v, in 
those cases where stable vectors exist. 
The error term 0((A)“) in the theorem can be substantially improved 
with additional effort. On the other hand, the limitation pdn- lOn(logn) - ’ 
seems hard to improve (aside from the value of the constant 10). When 
p =n, a result of Komlos [7,9] implies that the vectors v,, . . . . v, are 
linearly independent with probability +1 as n+ co, so that the space 
spanned by the f v, contains all of { f 13”. It would be interesting to find 
out just how large p has to be so that P + 1. 
The present work is closely related to that of Komlos. The distribution 
of determinants of matrices whose entries are drawn from some common 
distribution is only known in a few special cases [l, 3, 12, 143, such as 
when they are all normal. The problem of determinants of random f 1 
matrices (or of (0, 1)-matrices, since there is a well-known correspondence 
between the two problems) has been of substantial interest for a long time 
[7-9, 11, 12, 14171. Komlos [7] was the first one to show that the 
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probability of a random f 1 matrix of size n x n being singular -to as 
n -+ 00. He later [8] extended this result to the case where the entries are 
drawn from any nondegenerate distribution. Finally, in [9], he developed 
a simplified method that enabled him to show that the probability of a 
random + 1 matrix of size n x n being singular is O(C”~) as n + cx). (It is 
conjectured that this probability is O(n22-“), so that such matrices are 
singular primarily when two rows or columns are equal to each other or 
the negations of each other.) Parts of our proof use techniques very similar 
to those of [9]. 
There are many other open problems about 0, 1, or f 1 random 
variables. For example, L. Babai has conjectured that the characteristic 
polynomials of adjacency matrices of random undirected graphs (i.e., of 
random symmetric (0, l)-matrices with O’s on the diagonal) are irreducible 
with probability -+l as the dimension --*co. (If true, this would say that 
testing for graph isomorphism is easy most of the time.) It has also been 
conjectured that polynomials of degree n with coefficients 0, 1, and 
constant term 1 are irreducible with probability -+l as n + co. 
Some additional results on convex combinations of vertices of an n-cube 
and linear subspaces can be found in [4, 131. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let P, denote the probability that there is a linear combination of some 
m out of the p random vectors v,, . . . . vp E { f 1 }“, which is in { f 1 I”, and 
such that all m coeflicients in this combination are nonzero. We will 
estimate P, and show that P,, PA, P,, . . . . Pp are negligible. 
We start with the bounds for P,, P,, . . . . Our basic tool will be the 
following lemma, which was proved by Erdijs [2], but is usually referred 
to as the Littlewood-Offord lemma after the researchers who first raised 
the problem and proved a weaker form of this result [lo]. (The most 
general result of this type is due to Kleitman [6].) 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that x,, . . . . x, E R\ { 0}, y E R. Then 
II 
(E 1 , .a., E,):E~= +l foraNi,CE.x.= y i ’ 1 ii G(Lmn;2,)* t2.1) 
We now use Lemma 2.1 to prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If 
56m<p<n- lOn(logn))‘, 
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P, Q (0.69)n 
for n sufficiently large. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We clearly have 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
where R, is the probability that a random f 1 matrix M of size m x n will 
have some combination of its m rows with all coeficients #O in { f. 11”. 
Denote the rows of A4 by w,, . . . . w,. Suppose that O< q<n-m, and 
assume that the first m + q columns of A4 have rank m. If columns 
j, < ... < j, 6 m + q of A4 are linearly independent, then for each choice of 
a,, . . . . a, E { If: 1 }, there will be a unique set of coefficients x,, . . . . x, with 
the j,th coordinate of x, w, + ... +x, w, equal to ug. Thus there will be at 
most 2” sets of x,, . . . . x, E R\ (0) with the property that the first m + q 
coordinates of x, w, + . . . + x, w, are all f 1. Consider now a fixed choice 
of x , ) . ..) x, . The probability that the jth coordinate of x1 w, + . . + x,w, 
equals 1 for m + q < j < n, as the jth column of M varies, is at most 
by the Littlewood-Offord lemma, and similarly for the probability that this 
coordinate equals - 1. Since columns j, m + q < j d n, are independent of 
each other, we obtain 
R~~2-(m~q)[2--(L~2,)~-m-q+a.,,,,, (2.4) 
where CL, is the probability that a random f 1 matrix of size m x (m + q) 
has rank cm. 
We next bound Q,,,. We have 
Q,,,G c (m-k) 1;; (;)(“;“) Qm,+ (2.5) 
where em,+ is the probability that a random f 1 matrix of size m x (m + q) 
will have the property that every k of its rows are linearly independent, the 
upper left k x k submatrix has rank k, and the (k + 1)th row is linearly 
dependent on the first k rows. Given a matrix satisfying the above proper- 
ties, the rows ul, . . . . uk+ , of the upper left (k + 1) x k submatrix determine 
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unique nonzero coefficients x,, . . . . xk + I such that x:2,’ xiui = (0, . . . . 0). 
Given x1, . . . . xk+ , , the probability that this same relation will also hold in 
columns k + I, . . . . m + q is 
(2.6) 
and so this is a bound for em&. Therefore, combining (2.5) and (2.6), we 
obtain 
. 
and so, by (2.3) and (2.4), 
P~~2’“(~)(mq+4)[2~m(~,n;z,)l”~m~q 
+-(3 yg; (3(m:q)[2pkp1 (L(kk:1:,2,)lmiY-*. 
(2.7) 
For 5 < m < n/1000, we select 
Wefindthatfor ldkdm-1, 
so that in this range 
P, = O((O.68)“) as n-too. (2.8) 
We next consider n/1000 < m < p <n. This time we use the inequality 
(2.9) 
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where R; is the probability that a random + 1 matrix of size m x n has 
some nonzero combination of all its rows in { &- 1 }“, and that its first p + q 
columns have rank m. Then, by the previous argument, 
R,<2p+q(P;q)[2-m(L;2,)1"'q 
s22.[2-..(‘~2,)1*-p~q~22~[26n-‘-’1””-q (2.10) 
for large enough n. On the other hand, 
Now for large n, 
At the same time, for some positive constant C, 
~~~(~)(p:q)[2-k-'(L(k:::/2,)]p+q~k 
~~~~~[2~*-1(L(kk+:j/2,)lpiy-n’” 
<e cn’i* log n 
;<; [2-“-l (&--l;,2,)]p+q 
< ,mp “2 log n 2. -p - q 
Combining all these estimates we obtain 
Pm< p 
0 
m 22”[2~n~l/2]“-p-q+2-“+p”*‘~2-p-y 
~23n[26n-“2]“-P~~+e”2’32’-P’4, (2.11) 
valid for sufficiently large n and n/1000 < m < p < n. We now select q so 
that 
7n log 2 
n-p-q= -, 1 I log n 
and obtain the claim of Proposition 2.2. 1 
ik2.i 47’1.9 
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We now proceed to consider Pz, P,, and Pa. If v, w  E { + 1 }“, then the 
only way to have av + bw E { + 1)” for a/? # 0 is if v = +w, an event that 
has probability 2’ --n. Therefore 
P, = O(n22 -7 as n+oo. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. We have, for 1 d p <n, 
Ps=4(~)(~~+O(p4(~~) as n-+co. (2.13 
Proof: By (2.3), P3 < (p) R,. Since multiplying any collection of rows or 
columns of a _+ 1 matrix by &- l’s does not change the property that some 
f 1 vector is in the span of the rows of the matrix, we have 
R z~~-~“N 3 > (2.14) 
where N is the number of + 1 matrices A4 of size 3 x n with rows v,, v2, v3 
for which v1 = (1, 1, . . . . l), the first column equals (1, 1, l)T, and such that 
for some CI, /3, y with C&J # 0, we have clv, + /Iv2 + yv3 E ( f 1)“. We will 
estimate the number of such matrices M. 
Let v, = (v,~, . . . . v,,),andsupposethatav,,+j3vz,+y~31=~+~+~=~. 
If M contains a column of the form (1, -1, l)T or (1, 1, -l)‘, say in the 
rth position, and crv,,+/?v,,+yv,,=x, then x= -u, since if x=u, sub- 
tracting this equation from avll + /3v2, + yu,, = u would give B = 0 or y = 0, 
which would be a contradiction. Similarly, if A4 contains the column 
(1, -1, -l)T, say in therth position, then clu,,+Bo,,+yv,,=cr-B-y=u. 
Therefore we cannot have all 4 possible columns appearing in M, since 
then we would have the 4 equations 
a+j?+y=u, 
a+p-y= -24, 
a-p+y= -2.4, 
a-/?-y=u, 
and adding them shows that o! = 0, which is a contradiction. On the other 
hand, for any selection of 3 out of the 4 possible columns of A4 (always 
including the first column (1, 1, l)T), the matrices consisting of precisely 
those columns will have the required property, since we will obtain a non- 
singular system of 3 equations in 3 unknowns. For any particular choice of 
3 columns to appear in A4, we will have 3”-’ choices of M. There are 3 
possible choices of 3 out of 4 columns (since (1, 1, 1 )T always has to be 
included). If only 2 different columns appear in M, then some two of v, , v?, 
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and v3 are equal, and there are 0(2”) such matrices M. Hence we conclude 
that 
N= 3” + 0(2”), (2.15) 
and so 
R3=4(;)“+0(2-“). (2.16) 
By the analysis above, 
P,64 ; ; “+o(p32-“1. 
(U 
(2.17) 
To get a lower bound for P,, consider the probability that 2 sets of 3 vec- 
tors each, vi,, vi,, vi3 and vi,, vj,, vi,, say, simultaneously have linear com- 
binations with nonzero coefficients that are in { ) l}“. If Z= {ii, iz, i3} n 
{j,, j,, j,} is empty or contains exactly one element, this probability is R:. 
If Z contains 2 elements, then this probability is 23-3” times N,, the num- 
ber of f 1 matrices of size 4 x n with the first row and column containing 
only l’s and with the property that the submatrices formed by deleting the 
third or the fourth row have at most 3 distinct columns. If we let k denote 
the number of l’s in the second row, we obtain 
< pax(k,n ~ k) + 1 
. 
choices for each of the third and fourth rows, so 
~~<4 i L 4maxW--k) 
k=l 0 
<St ; 
0 
4k = 8 .5”. 
k=O 
Therefore the probability of finding 2 sets of 3 vectors, each of which gives 
a rt 1 vector, is O(P~($)~). This yields the estimate (2.13) of 
Proposition 2.3. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf 4 G p < n, then 
p4 = O(P4(W) as n+oo. (2.19) 
Sketch of Proof: The proof of this result uses the same ideas as that of 
Proposition 2.3, but is considerably easier, since only a weak upper bound 
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is required. We reduce the problem of bounding P4 to that of counting the 
number of + 1 matrices M of size 4 x II with rows vl, . . . . vq such that v1 = 
(1, 1, . ..? 1 ), the first column of M is (1, 1, 1, l)=, and for some nonzero 
a, /?, y, 6, we have clvl + j?v, + yv, + 6v, E { f 1 }“. A short argument then 
shows that such a matrix cannot have more than 5 distinct columns, which 
immediately yields (2.19). (A more careful argument shows that such a 
matrix cannot have more than 4 distinct columns, which then gives P, = 
W42-“).) I 
The theorem easily follows from all the estimates that have been 
obtained so far. 
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